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ABSTRACT

In this technical report, we present a system to tackle the
ICME2024 Grand Challenge, which is to solve the domain
shift problem in ASC between different city. We propose a
system to address this problem, using ResNet as the back-
bone network. We enhance domain generalization capability
by optimizing the information bottleneck problem and maxi-
mizing feature entropy, we employ the MixMatch framework
for semi-supervised training.

Index Terms— Acoustic scene classification, Domain
generalization, ResNet, self-supervised learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scene classification(ASC) is a task in the field of au-
dio signal processing and machine learning, where the goal is
to classify or categorize audio recordings based on the type or
scene they represent. The objective is to automatically recog-
nize and label the environmental context or scene from which
an audio clip originates.

Domain generalization(DG) is a machine learning prob-
lem that aims to build models that can generalize well to un-
seen or novel domains. In traditional machine learning, mod-
els are typically trained and evaluated on data that is assumed
to be drawn from the same distribution as the test data. How-
ever, in real-world scenarios, the test data may come from
different domains with variations in data distribution, charac-
teristics, or conditions.

This task is aim to solve the problem of sound scene do-
main migration caused by the change of the city.In the follow-
ing text, we provided a brief overview of our submitted sys-
tem. The main architecture of our model is ResNet, and we
utilized the semi-supervised method called MixMatch. We
incorporated three different approaches to tackle the domain
shift issue.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Semi-supervised training method

We have followed the same approach used by mixmatch [1],
which was a semi-supervised learning method first proposed

in the field of CV and has achieved excellent results in mul-
tiple datasets. The specific method is to first take a batch of
labeled data and a batch of unlabeled data, and perform k data
augmentation operations on the unlabeled data to obtain X
and kU .

The unlabeled data is then fed into the classifier to obtain
the output predicted by the classifier, noting that the gradient
is not calculated in this step. Next, the average classification
probability of all unlabeled data is calculated, the Tempera-
ture Sharpen algorithm is applied to obtain the guess label q
of the unlabeled data, and finally X and kU are mixed to-
gether and randomly rearranged to obtain a new dataset W .

Then divide W into two parts, the first part is the same size
as X, and the second part is the same size as kU , which are de-
noted as Wx and Wu respectively, and then we act mixup on
Wx and X , Wu and U . Finally we get X ′ and U ′ to calculate
the classifier loss.

The loss function contains two parts, the labelled data loss
Lx and unlabelled dataloss Lu, show as:
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1
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L =Lx + λU · Lu (3)

2.2. Model

We compared the performance of three basic model archi-
tectures in this task: CNN, ResNet, and Transformer. We
adopted the CNN and ResNet networks from [2], and for the
Transformer, we chose HTS-AT [3] as the backbone network.
After multiple rounds of experiments and comparisons, we
found that ResNet achieved the highest accuracy and gener-
alization performance. Therefore, we selected ResNet as the
model to be submitted.

ResNet [4] model is a residual network, which has 17
convolutional layers. There is no frequency subsampling
throughout the whole network. Each input feature map is di-
vided into two sub-feature maps along the frequency dimen-
sion. To be specific, if we have N frequency bins, the first
N/2 and the second half are processed by two parallel stacked



convolutional layers. Thus, we have a two-stage model struc-
ture. At last, a global pooling layer and 10-way softmax are
used to get the final utterance level prediction results.

2.3. Data augmentation method

In the MixMatch semi-supervised learning method, we only
used data augmentation on unlabeled data. In this approach,
we apply perturbations to the data through data augmenta-
tion k times and then use the consistency principle to con-
strain them. We employed three types of data augmenta-
tion methods: time masking, frequency masking, and random
time shifting. For time masking and frequency masking, we
utilized the library functions TimeMasking and Frequency-
Masking provided by PyTorch. As for random time shifting,
we first sample λ ∈ (0, 1), and then cut the Mel spectrogram
alone time dimention with length of λT . Them we shift the
two part and connect them into a new Mel spectrogram of
length T .

2.4. Domain generalization method

We conducted three approaches to address the domain gener-
alization problem.

Firstly, in the input samples, for the labeled features, we
randomly applied mixup by extracting randomly selected data
with the same label from the training set. Since the data orig-
inates from various cities, this operation helps in mitigating
the differences in domain distribution.

Secondly, we observed that the classification targets,
which consist of 10 sound scenes, can be classified into three
major categories: outdoor, indoor, and vehicle. Furthermore,
the model often exhibited classification errors within these
three major categories during testing. To address this is-
sue, we incorporated a three-class classification loss into the
overall loss function. Specifically, for the labeled data, we
computed the model’s output and summed the logits for the
sub-classes within each major class. Then, we calculated the
cross-entropy loss by comparing the summed logits with the
one-hot labels representing the three-class classification.

Thirdly, at the feature level, we incorporated two addi-
tional losses following the method described in [5]. These
losses are the classwise instance discrimination (CID) loss
and the feature dimension correlation (FDC) loss.

The CID loss is utilized to address the information bot-
tleneck problem by encouraging the model to learn more in-
formative representations. It achieves this by differentiating
between instances of the same class. The CID loss is calcu-
lated at the classification feature level as:
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The FDC loss aims to maximize feature entropy and fos-
ter the exploration of diverse and discriminative features. It
captures the correlation between different dimensions of the
features and promotes high-dimensional diversity. Similar to
the CID loss, the FDC loss is computed at the classification
feature level as:
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

3.1. Dataset and feature extraction

We performed pre-training on the TAU UAS 2020 Mobile de-
velopment dataset, which was provided in the Decase2020
Task 1. This dataset consists of 7 classes that are the same as
the classes in our task, and all the audio samples in this dataset
have a length of 10 seconds. We processed the data by using
log-mel spectrogram features along with their first-order and
second-order differences as inputs to the model. The specific
parameters we used for the feature extraction are as follows:
128 mel bands, 2048 FFT signal length, 2048 window size,
and 1024 hop length.The final input feature size to the model
is [batch, 3, 128, 423].

3.2. Training setup and results

During the pre-training phase, the training parameters for our
model are as follows: the learning rate is fixed at 1e-3, the
batch size is 16, and the training lasts for 20 epochs. In the
CAS dataset, the parameters for the optimizer are as follows:
the initial learning rate is 1e-3, with a step size of 2 and a
gamma value of 0.9 for exponential decay. The batch size is
16, and each cycle consists of 200 iterations.For the data aug-
mentation parameters, we set the parameters for time mask-
ing and frequency masking to 200 and 20, respectively.In the
MixMatch method, we adopted the original parameters from
the method, which is set as T=0.5, α=0.75, and λu=75.

According to the baseline’s dataset splitting strategy, we
set aside 20% of the development dataset as the validation set.
On the validation set, the model achieved a maximum accu-
racy of 100%. However, this is not the version we submitted.



Our final submission was selected based on a comparison of
the classification loss and domain generalization (DG) loss at
each epoch.
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